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Abstract 

Zika virus (ZIKV) can infect a wide range of tissues including the developmental brain of human fetus. Whether 

specific viral genetic variants are linked to neuropathology is incompletely understood. To address this, we have 

intracranially serially passaged a clinical ZIKV isolate (SW01) in neonatal mice and discovered variants that exhibit 

markedly increased virulence and neurotropism. Deep sequencing analysis combining with molecular virology studies 

revealed that a single 67D (Aspartic acid) to N (Asparagine) substitution on E protein is sufficient to confer the 

increased virulence and neurotropism in vivo. Notably, virus clones with D67N mutation had higher viral production 

and caused more severe cytopathic effect (CPE) in human neural astrocytes U251 cells in vitro, indicating its potential 

neurological toxicity to human brain. These findings revealed that a single mutation D67N on ZIKV envelope may 

lead to severe neuro lesion that may help to explain the neurovirulence of ZIKV and suggest monitoring the 

occurrence of this mutation during nature infection maybe important. 

Keywords: Zika virus (ZIKV), envelope protein, D67N, mutation, neurovirulence 

 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Zika virus (ZIKV) infection received worldwide attention when it triggers a global pandemic during 2015–2016. The 

virus was first isolated in the ZIKA forest of Uganda in 1947, causing only a handful of documented self-liming mild 

febrile illness during a period of sixty years, and thus it had long been neglected until the occurrence of ZIKV 

endemics in Yap Island in 2007 (Duffy et al. 2009) and French Polynesia in 2013 (Cao-Lormeau et al. 2014,Jouannic 

et al. 2016), and epidemics in Americas since 2014 (Pierson et al. 2018). These recent large outbreaks afflicted an 

accumulative millions of people and revealed some previously unappreciated facts that ZIKV infection is strongly 

associated with increased incidences of microcephaly in newborns, Guillain-Barré syndrome in adults, and persistent 

infection in male genital tissues (Baud et al. 2017,Pierson, et al. 2018). Among these severe complications, the link 

between congenital ZIKV infection and birth defect in infants has made the strongest psychological impact on the 

public (Driggers et al. 2016,Li et al. 2016,Miner et al. 2016,Mlakar et al. 2016,Nielsen-Saines et al. 2019,Yockey et al. 

2016). 

 

The long quiescent period followed by sudden major ZIKV outbreaks maybe resulted from several factors including 

viral sequence mutations, increased competence of mosquito vector, and widely available susceptible populations 

(Musso et al. 2019). The interaction between ZIKV and its host has been an area of intensive study more recently, 

some of which revealed the influences of viral genetics. An evolutionary Alanine to Valine (A188V) mutation on the 

nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) increases ZIKV infectivity in mosquitoes and also helps the virus to evade interferon 
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induction in murine cells in vitro and experimentally infected mice in vivo (Liu et al. 2017,Xia et al. 2018). A Serine to 

Asparagine (S139N) mutation on the pre-membrane (prM) protein of viral strains isolated between 2013–2014 has an 

increased neurovirulence (Yuan et al. 2017). By functional comparison between ZIKV strains, however, it was found 

that the contemporary Asian strains responsible for the recent outbreaks (and linked to microcephaly) have neither 

more infectivity to neuronal cells in vitro (Simonin et al. 2016), nor more neurovirulence in vivo, than the older 

African strains (Shao et al. 2017,Udenze et al. 2019), leaving the specific virological cause of neurological diseases 

during the current pandemics remain unanswered.  

 

Other studies have placed more emphasis on the global interactions between virus and host. A worse disease outcome 

has been associated with high levels of virus RNA persisting in human fetal and neonatal central nervous system (CNS) 

in vivo (Bhatnagar et al. 2017,Brito et al. 2018), possibly through infection of neuronal cells, as demonstrated by 

experimental infection of fetal neurocytes in vitro (Hanners et al. 2016). Preexisting anti-flavivirus immunity can also 

worsen clinical outcomes, through antibody dependent enhancement (ADE) of ZIKV infectivity, as demonstrated in 

murine models (Bardina et al. 2017,Brown et al. 2019,Rathore et al. 2019), and non-human primate models (Robbiani 

et al. 2019). Overall, the existing literature concurs with the idea that ZIKV infection can lead to disorders in fetal and 

neonatal central nervous system but differs on the specific virus genetic features that cause such disease outcomes. 

 

To study these questions on pathogenesis, various animal models have been developed, most of which use 

immunodeficient mice susceptible to ZIKV infection such as A129 (129 background, lacking IFN-α/β receptor), 

AG129 (129 background, lacking both IFN-α/β and IFN-γ receptors), A6 (C57BL/6 background, lacking IFN-α/β 

receptor), AG6 (C57BL/6 background, lacking both IFN-α/β and IFN-γ receptors); Signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 2 (Stat2) deficient mice, and Recombination activating gene 1 (Rag1) deficient mice (Dowall et al. 

2016,Gorman et al. 2018,Lazear et al. 2016,Liu, et al. 2017,Rossi et al. 2016). ZIKV can also infect wild type neonatal 

mice and cause diseases that resemble to some extent microcephaly, paralysis, and seizure (Li et al. 

2018,Manangeeswaran et al. 2016,Nem de Oliveira Souza et al. 2018). Mechanistically, these neurological 

manifestations have been linked to infection of neuron progenitor cells and other neurocytes (Li, et al. 2016,Shao, et al. 

2017,Zhang et al. 2017). Of note, comparative analysis between human and rodents has shown that mouse brain at 

postnatal day 1–2 roughly corresponds to the human fetal brain at mid-gestation stage (Auvin et al. 2013,Semple et al. 

2013). Therefore, newborn mice have also been used as a model for studying the influence of ZIKV infection on CNS 

development.  
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Combining traditional and novel animal models and viral genetic analyses, here we report the isolation and 

characterization of ZIKV variants accumulated during sequential in vivo passage of a clinical isolate SZ-WIV01 

(SW01) in neonatal mice. Significantly, a viral variant with a single nonsynonymous nucleotide mutation on position 

1,069 of ZIKV open reading frame (G1069A), corresponding to an amino acid change (D67N) on the E protein, is 

sufficient to account for 100–1,000-fold increase in its neurovirulence. These data provide experimental evidence in 

support of the idea that viral genetic evolution alters ZIKV disease manifestations and offers a plausible explanation of 

the recent observed association between ZIKV infection and the increased incidence of neurological disorders.
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Mouse experiments 

BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice were purchased (Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd, Beijing) and bred 

under specific pathogen free (SPF) conditions at the BSL2 Animal Core facility (A-BSL-2) at Institut Pasteur of 

Shanghai. BALB/c and C57BL/6 pregnant mice were housed separately before being delivered to the BSL-2 

laboratory. DP2 (2 days post-delivery) and DP7 (7 days post-delivery) offspring mice were infected with indicated 

ZIKV strain through subcutaneous (s.c.) or intracranial (i.c.) injection. Body weight, survival rate and clinical score 

were monitored daily according to experimental design. 

 

2.2 Cell lines and viruses 

Vero-E6, BHK-21 and human astrocytes U251 cells were grown at 37ºC in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

(DMEM) (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, USA) and 1% penicillin and 

streptomycin (P/S). Mosquito C6/36 cells were cultured in Modified Eagle Medium (MEM) (Gibco, USA) with 10% 

FBS, 1% P/S and 1% non-essential amino acids (NEAA). ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 (also known as SZ-WIV01, 

GenBank: MH055376.1) was kindly provided by Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. SW01 

was propagated once in C6/36 cells with MEM (Gibco) plus 2% FBS, 1% P/S and 1% non-essential amino acids. 

Rescued viral mutants with the backbone of ZIKV CAM-2010 infectious clone was passaged once in C6/36 cells. All 

amplified viruses were aliquoted into 2 mL vials and stocked at –80°C until use.  

 

2.3 Virus titration 

Virus titer was determined by titration on Vero-E6 monolayer. Briefly, Vero-E6 cells were seeded on 24 well plates 

(1.2105 cells/well) one day prior to infection, and washed once next day with DMEM without FBS. Virus was 

10-fold serially diluted, then added at 200 µL/well to the Vero cell monolayer, followed by incubation at 37°C for 2 

hours. The supernatant containing virus was replaced by 1.2 mL DMEM with 1.5% FBS, 1% CMC 

(carboxymethylcellulose), then incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 96 hours. Four days later, the overlay was removed, 

and cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 30 min. The viral plaque was visualized by staining with 0.25% crystal violet, 

and then counted.  

 

2.4 Adaptation of SW01 in vivo 

ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 (103 PFU/10 μL) was injected into the brain λ point of DP2 neonatal BALB/c mice. At the 
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indicated time (1–12 days and 8 days) post infection, mice were anaesthetized, and brains were collected and 

homogenized in 1 mL sterile PBS, and then centrifuged to collect supernatant, which was aliquoted for viral titration 

and storage at –80°C. A new round of in vivo infection into the mouse brain was performed after viral titration. 

 

2.5 Determination of virus burden in tissues 

At the indicated time (3-, 6- and 11-days post infection), ZIKV infected mice were euthanized, and their tissues were 

collected, fixed with Trizol (Invitrogen, USA) reagent. RNA was extracted according to the manufactures’ manual, 

then aliquoted and stored at –80°C before use. RNA concentration was determined by Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo fisher, 

USA). Reverse transcription with ZIKV specific primer (Rev-AAGTGATCCATGTGATCAGTTGATCC) was 

performed using FastQuant RT Kit (Tiangen). Real-time PCR was done on 7900HT (ABI) machine using Fast Fire 

qPCR Premix (Probe) (Tiangen). Virus RNA copies were calculated with a standard curve. The primers are as follows: 

(For: CAACCACAGCAAGCGGAAG, Rev: AAGTGATCCATGTGATCAGTTGATCC, Probe: 

5’-FAM/TGGTATGGAATGGA GATAAGGC/MGB-3'). 

 

2.6 Immunostaining of brain sections 

Dissected brains were immediately immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and fixed for 24 hours, and then 

embedded into paraffin, followed by being sectioned into 4 μm slices using Leica RM2016. After being deparaffinized 

with xylene and ethanol, rehydrated with ethanol and H2O, sections were blocked in blocking buffer (3% BSA-PBS) 

for 30 min, then incubated with primary antibody to ZIKV E protein (1:1000 diluted in blocking buffer) (cat.no: 

BF-1176-56; BioFront) overnight at 4°C. On day 2, the sections were incubated in fluorescence labelled secondary 

antibody (1:400 dilution) (GB25301, Servicebio) at RT for 1 hour. Nucleus were stained with DAPI (G1012, 

Servicebio) at RT for 10 min. Original images were captured and visualized using a Nikon Eclipse C1 

Ortho-Fluorescent microscope with Nikon DS-U3 image system. All immunofluorescent images were analyzed with 

the Pannoramic Viewer (3DHISTECH), ImageJ, and GraphPad V8 software. 

 

2.7 Single clone selection and E protein sequencing 

Stocks of SW01 and MA-SW01 virus were serially diluted and seeded on Vero monolayer in 24 well plates. Four days 

post infection, the supernatants from wells containing single virus plaque were collected and amplified in C6/36 cells 

once, and viral titer was determined by standard plaque assay. For E protein sequencing, RNA of single virus clone 

was extracted by Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN) and reversely transcribed using PrimeScriptTM II 1st Strand cDNA 
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Synthesis Kit (Takara) with virus envelope protein gene specific primer (Env-Rev primer: 

CGGGATCCCGAGCAGAGACGGCTGTGGATAAG). Virus E gene was amplified by PCR (Env-For primer: 

CGAAGCTTATGATCAGGTGCATAGGAGTCAGCA, Env-Rev primer: 

CGGGATCCCGAGCAGAGACGGCTGTGGATAAG), then cloned into pEASY-Blunt Cloning Kit (Transgen) and 

sequenced by Sanger method.  

 

2.8 Next generation sequencing (NGS) of ZIKV 

Virus stocks were filtered through a 0.45 μm filter before nucleic acid extraction. Virus RNA was extracted from 400 

µL of filtered supernatant with the High Pure Viral RNA Kit (Roche). The sequencing library was constructed using 

Ion Total RNA-Seq Kit v2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and sequenced on an Ion S5 sequencer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Low quality reads and short reads were excluded, the remaining reads were assembled by mapping to the 

reference sequence MH055376 using CLC Genomic Workbench (ver 9.0). The mutation site was manually checked 

with the original sequencing data. iSNV and Graphing were performed on CLCGenomic Workbench and Origin. NGS 

raw data were available at Sequence Read Archive (SRA) of NCBI (Access number: SRP237251). 

 

2.9 Generation of ZIKV infectious clone containing mutations 

An infectious cDNA clone (pFLZIKV) containing the full-length genome of CAM-2010 strain of ZIKV (CAM-WT) 

were used as the backbone for introducing specific nucleotides substitutions into envelope protein (D67N, M68I) or 

NS2A protein (A117T), singly or combined, using the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (NEB). All these mutations 

were then confirmed by DNA sequencing. The full-length infectious clones were rescued as described previously 

(Shan et al. 2016).  

 

2.10 Indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA) 

Viral RNA was transfected into BHK-21 cells using Lipofectamine 3000 reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. At 24, 48, and 72 hr post infection, the infected cells were fixed in 

acetone/methanol (V/V=3/7) at –20 °C for 15 min, and then used for detection of ZIKV E protein expression by IFA 

as described previously (Liu et al. 2016). 

 

2.11 Virus growth kinetics in multiple cell lines  

Briefly, U251, Vero, A549 and C636 cells were seeded on 24 well plates (1105 cells/well) one day prior to infection，
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and washed once next day with DMEM (for U251, Vero, A549) or MEM (for C636) without FBS. Cells were infected 

with wild type virus CAM-WT or mutant virus CM1-A (E protein D67N mutant) at multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 

0.1. Two or four days later, morphology and pathology of mock treated or ZIKV infected cells were recorded by 

camera. Virus titers of supernatant from ZIKV infected cells at indicated time were titrated on Vero monolayers.  

 

 

2.12 Statistical analysis 

Survival curves were analyzed by log-rank test. All summary data were compared using either student’s t test or 

two-way ANOVA. All analyses were performed on Graphpad Prism V8.0 platform. Statistical significance levels were 

reported as the following: “*” for P < 0.05; “**” for P < 0.01; “***” for P < 0.001. 
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3 Results 

3.1 In vivo adaptation of a ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 in neonatal mice gives rise to variants with increased 

virulence 

ZIKV SW01 (SZ-WIV01 strain) is a clinical isolate recovered in 2016 from a Chinese patient returned from an 

epidemic region, Samoa (Deng et al. 2016). The virus was propagated twice on C6/36 cells. To discover the potential 

variant causing severe neuropathy, we serially passaged ZIKV SW01 through a classical in vivo adaptation model, in 

which 2 days post-neonatal (DP2) BALB/c mice were injected with 1,000 PFU of virus by intracranial (i.c.) route (Fig. 

1A). Brains of infected mice were collected from days 2 to 12 post infection, minced, filtered, and then used for 

measuring virus titer with standard plaque assay. In vivo virus growth kinetics results showed that ZIKV SW01 

replicated to a peak level of 106 PFU/mL on day 8, and then gradually declined to around 104 PFU/mL on day 12 

(Supplementary Figure S1A). Therefore, the day 8 viral stock was used to infect new DP2 neonatal mice, from 

which viruses were harvested again from the brain on day 8 and used to infect another DP2 neonatal mice. After 

repeating this process for 11 rounds, we obtained a mouse adapted virus, and named herein as MA-SW01 (or MA-P11) 

(Supplementary Figure S1B). To characterize the mouse adapted ZIKV, 100 PFU of parental SW01 virus, mouse 

adapted MA-SW01 virus, or negative control sterile PBS were i.c. injected into DP2 newborn BALB/c mice and 

monitored for up to 25 days. All mice in the SW01 group showed a slow and moderate disease progression within 

11–25 days (Fig. 1B and 1C), in comparison, those in the MA-SW01 group showed severe morbidity, and even death 

within 6–8 days (Figures 1B, D); indicating MA-SW01 is more virulent than SW01. To determine whether the above 

effects are viral specific, a dose-response infection experiment was performed. Different groups of DP2 BALB/c mice 

were i.c. inoculated with 0.1, 1, or 10 PFU of SW01 virus or mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus, or sterile PBS control, 

and then monitored for 25 days. Results showed that at 1 or 10 PFU of MA-SW01, 100% of mice died within 7–9 

days; in contrast, 1 PFU of SW01 was not lethal, and 10 PFU of SW01 only caused 77.8% fatality within a much 

longer period of 22–23 days. Of note, even at 0.1 PFU, 62.5% mice in the MA-SW01 group died within 10–11 days 

post infection, and the remaining 37.5% survived for 25 days, the entire duration of observation; but the same dose of 

0.1 PFU of SW01 did not cause any death (Supplementary Figure S2A). These data demonstrated that MA-SW01 is 

more virulent than the parental strain and it impacts on viral pathogenesis in a dose dependent manner.  

 

To mimic natural ZIKV infection, 100 PFU of the parental SW01 virus or mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus was 

injected subcutaneously (s.c.) to DP2 and DP7 BALB/c mice and monitored for survival changes over time. Results 

showed that infection by the parental SW01 virus was nonlethal to either DP2 or DP7 mice; in contrast, inoculation 

with the mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus caused 100% mortality in DP2 mice within 6–8 days, and 25% death in DP7 
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mice at 15 days post infection (Supplementary Figure S2B). Together with previous results (Fig. 1B), these data 

indicate that the virulence of MA-SW01 is age-dependent, but unrelated to the route of infection. To examine whether 

the increased virulence of MA-SW01 virus is reproducible on other mouse strain, we next infected DP2 C57BL/6 

mice with either SW01 or MA-SW01 virus, and then monitored them for 15 days. Results showed that MA-SW01 

infected C57BL/6 mice exhibited 100% mortality between 6–7 days post infection, whereas only 44.4% of the SW01 

infected mice died within 15 days of infection (Supplementary Figure S3). Thus, the increased virulence of mouse 

adapted MA-SW01 virus is not restricted to one specific mouse genetic background.  

 

3.2 MA-SW01 replicates significant better in brain and other organs  

A low-dose ZIKV infection (2103 PFU) in C57BL/6 neonates can cause a limited but detectable level of infection in 

mouse brain, but resulted lower mortality than that in immunodeficient A6 mice (Manangeeswaran, et al. 2016); a 

high-dose infection (106 TCID50) in C57BL/6 neonates, however, led to systemic infection and 100% death (Li, et al. 

2018). To examine whether the mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus can cause increased pathology, DP2 BALB/c mice 

were infected s.c. with parental SW01 virus or MA-SW01 virus, and then the viral loads in tissues including brain, 

eyes, blood, spleen, and kidney were quantified by real time-qPCR at 3- and 6-days post infection. Results showed 

that higher level of virus RNA was detected in the brain of MA-SW01 infected mice than that of SW-01 infected mice 

at 3 days post infection, and higher viral loads in multiple tissues (brain, eye, blood, and spleen) were observed in 

MA-SW01 infected mice than that in SW01 infected mice at 6 days post infection (Fig. 2A). Specifically, the average 

viral RNA level in the brain of MA-SW01 infected mice was about 15-fold and 488-fold higher than that of SW01 

infected mice at 3- and 6-days post infection, respectively. At 6 days post infection, the viral RNA level in eyes of 

MA-SW01 infected mice was 22-fold higher than that of SW01 infected mice; the viral RNA level in spleen of 

MA-SW01 infected mice was 5-fold higher than that of SW01 infected mice; the viral RNA level in blood of 

MA-SW01 infected mice was 54-fold higher than that of mice infected by SW01 virus (Fig. 2A).  

 

The fact that the viral load in the brain of MA-SW01 infected mice was more than 400-fold (488-fold to be exact) 

higher than that of SW01 infected mice at day 6 post infection suggests two possibilities: one is that MA-SW01 virus 

replicates overall more efficiently than SW01 in the central nerve system (CNS); another is that more MA-SW01 virus 

has entered CNS than SW01 because of increased capacity of neuro-invasion. To differentiate between these two 

possibilities, DP2 BALB/c mice were infected with 100 PFU of SW01 virus or MA-SW01 virus by intracranial (i.c.) 

inoculation and viral RNA in the brains were quantified by real-time qPCR. Results showed that viral RNA of 
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MA-SW01 group was initially not significantly different from that of SW01 group at 3 days post infection (Fig. 2B) 

but became 13.8-fold higher than that of SW01 group at 6 days post infection (Fig. 2C), suggesting more efficient 

replication of MA-SW01 in the brain. Given that viral RNA level in the brain of MA-SW01 group was about 15-fold 

higher than that of SW01 group at day 3, even with s.c. inoculation (Fig. 2A), we deduced that the more virulent 

MA-SW01 virus also has greater penetration to brain. To visualize viral infection more directly in the brain, 

immunofluorescence staining of virus E protein in brain tissue sections was performed. Dramatically stronger 

fluorescent intensity was detected in brains of MA-SW01 infected mice than that in SW01 infected mice at 6 days post 

infection (Fig. 2D). More detailed brain staining analyses showed that the cortex and hippocampus regions are major 

sites for MA-SW01 infection (Supplementary Figure S4), albeit the specific target cells in these tissues are currently 

unclear. Collectively, the above data indicate that MA-SW01 virus has both greater replicative ability in CNS cells and 

increased tropism for neuronal tissues. 

 

3.3 The MA-SW01 virus has four high frequency nonsynonymous mutations  

To exploit whether the increased virulence of mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus is a reflection of unique genetic 

characteristics of a virus clone or the collective property of viral quasispecies, we compared the MA-SW01 virus with 

its parental virus SW01 at the phenotypic and genetic levels. Biological clones derived from MA-SW01 virus (MA-1 

to MA-10) were found to be more virulent than clones from SW01 (SW-1 to SW-4) (Supplementary Figure S5), 

indicating the increased virulence of MA-SW01 is not a reflection of viral quasispecies but may be related to single 

viral clones with specific genetic characteristics. To uncover the genetic features, total RNA was extracted from the 

original SW01 viral stock and mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus, and then subjected to the next generation sequencing. 

Intrahost single nucleotide variant (iSNV) across the whole genome was analyzed by CLC genomic workbench. 

Results showed a total of 6 nucleotide substitutions (G1069A, G1074A, C1089T, A1330G, G3787A and T6036C) over 

80% reads in the open reading frame (ORF) of mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus (Fig. 3A). Among these substitutions, 

four were nonsynonymous mutations (G1069A, G1074A, A1330G and G3787A), and two were synonymous 

mutations (C1089T and T6036C); the four nonsynonymous mutations led to three amino acid changes on virus E 

protein (D67N, M68I, N154D), and one on NS2A protein (A117T) (Fig. 3B). Of note, N154 is a unique glycosylation 

site on E protein, and it has been shown to support ZIKV infection in adult immunodeficient mice through either 

enhancing virus neuroinvasion or facilitating DC-SIGN binding (Annamalai Arun et al. ,Carbaugh Derek et al.). 

However, when inoculated i.c. into neonatal mice, ZIKV with N154 glycosylation deletion had no decrease in 

virulence (Fontes-Garfias et al. 2017). Collectively, these published data suggest that the N154D mutation may not be 
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linked to the augmented infectivity and increased neurovirulence we have observed for the mouse adapted MA-SW01 

virus. Hence, we focused on the other three amino acid mutations (D67N, M68I on E protein, and A117T on NS2A 

protein) for further investigation. 

 

3.4 Mutations on E protein are required for increased virus virulence 

On the backbone of ZIKV infectious clone pFLZIKV (Shan, et al. 2016), three mutant viruses (CM1, CM2 and CM3) 

were constructed: CM1 includes D67N and M68I mutations on E protein; CM2 includes the A117T mutation on 

NS2A protein; CM3 contains all three substitutions on E and NS2A proteins (Fig. 4A). In BHK-21 cells, 1–3 days 

after transfection with in vitro transcribed RNA from these viral constructs, ZIKV E protein expression was examined 

with a monoclonal antibody. Results showed that all three molecularly cloned mutant viruses were rescued and 

replicated efficiently (Fig. 4B). These molecularly cloned mutant viruses were then used to infect DP2 BALB/c mice 

i.c. at 10 PFU/mouse, with the parental CAM-WT virus as a control, and then monitored for 25 days. Results showed 

that CM1 and CM3, but not CM2, are more virulent than CAM-WT (Fig. 4C). Since both CM1 and CM3 contain 2 

mutations on E protein (D67N, M68I), and CM2 only contains a single NS2A mutation, the above results suggest that 

the E protein mutations are determinants of increased virulence of MA-SW01, while the NS2A mutation is not. 

Therefore, CM1 virus which contains two E protein mutations was chosen for further investigation.  

 

We next examined whether the route of infection alters viral virulence. DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 

PFU of control CAM-WT or test CM1 virus, and then monitored for up to 25 days. Results showed that CM1 

infection led to higher mortality than that of CAM-WT (Fig. 4D). Although a difference was not observed at 3 days 

post infection (Fig. 4E), body weights of CM1 infected mice were significantly lighter than those infected by 

CAM-WT at 11 days post infection (Fig. 4F). Notably, disease progression appeared to be reversible in the control 

CAM-WT group, but not so in the CM1 group which had 100% mortality at 17 days post infection (Fig. 4G and 4H). 

These data demonstrated that both i.c. and s.c. inoculation of CM1 led to severe disease outcome.  

 

Since virulence of the mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus was not restricted to a single mouse strain, we sought to 

confirm that the molecularly cloned CM1 virus follows the same principle. DP2 C57BL/6 mice were inoculated s.c. 

with 100 PFU of parental CAM-WT or test CM1, or negative control PBS, and then monitored for 25 days. All mice 

(100%) infected by CM1 virus died on 11–13 days post infection, whereas only 20% of those infected by CAM-WT 

succumbed after 25 days (Supplementary Fig. S6). These data demonstrated that the virulent phenotype of CM1 is 
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not limited to one mouse strain.  

 

3.5 A D67N single amino acid mutation is sufficient to confer the increased virulence of CM1 virus 

To determine which mutation of E protein is more critical for a major change in viral phenotype, we first analyzed 

single nucleotide variants in E protein sequence from serially passaged viruses from P1 (MA-P1) to P11 (MA-P11). 

Results revealed that there were progressive accumulations of D67N (from 22.7% to 99.4%), and M68I (from 3.0 % to 

91.7%) mutations during the in vivo serial passage of the parental SW01 virus. The baseline frequencies of these two 

mutations in the parental virus (P0, or SW01) were lower than 1%. Of note, the D67N maintained high mutation 

frequency (>90%) from P5 to P11 during in vivo passage (Fig. 5A). Consistent with the notion that this mutation may 

be functionally significant, DP2 C57BL/6 mice infected with 100 PFU of MA-P5, MA-P8 or MA-P10 showed 100% 

mortality at 10 days post infection, whereas the parental SW01 virus infected mice had only 16.7% mortality at 15 

days post infection (Fig. 5B). Given that the D67N mutation rapidly increased to 92.4% in P5 virus (Fig. 5A), and all 

single biological clones of the mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus contain the D67N mutation (Supplementary Table 

S1), it is reasonable to deduce that D67N mutation alone is responsible for the increased viral virulence. To test this 

idea, a molecular clone contains the single D67N mutation was constructed based on the CAM-WT backbone 

(pFLZIKV), and herein named CM1-A virus (Fig. 5C), which was rescued successfully as shown by 

immunofluorescence staining of ZIKV E protein in BHK-21 cells transfected with in vitro transcribed RNA (Fig. 5D). 

Then, 100 PFU of CM1, CM1-A virus, or PBS was inoculated s.c. into DP2 C57BL/6 mice that were monitored for up 

to 25 days. Results showed that CM1-A was similar to CM1 in causing 100% mortality of infected mice at 12–13 days 

post infection (Fig. 5E). These data demonstrated that a single D67N mutation is sufficient to account for the 

increased virulence of CM1. 

 

3.6 D67N mutation on E protein promotes ZIKV infection in brain tissue  

To investigate whether viral E protein mutations (D67N, M68I) influence tissue tropisms, DP2 BALB/c mice were 

infected s.c. with either parental CAM-WT or test CM1 (containing both D67N, M68I), then euthanatized at 3- or 

11-days post infection. Viral RNA in tissues were quantified by qRT-PCR. At 3 days post infection, all tissues except 

for eyes showed similar levels of viral RNA in both CAM-WT and CM1 groups; at 11 days post infection, however, 

viral RNA of CM1 group was significantly higher than that of CAM-WT group in brains, eyes and blood, but not in 

spleens and kidneys (Fig. 6A), confirming these E protein mutations affect tissue tropism. 
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The fact that more viral RNA was detected in brain and eyes, that are rich in nerve cells susceptible to ZIKV infection, 

implies that CM1 virus has growth advantage over CAM-WT in these cells. To directly test this notion, DP2 BALB/c 

mice were infected i.c. with CAM-WT or CM1, and then monitored for virus burden. Results showed that brain viral 

loads of CM1 group was higher than that of CAM-WT group at 11 days post infection, but not at 3 days post infection 

(Fig. 6B and 6C), confirming that CM1 has growth advantage over CAM-WT in brain.  

 

To further dissect whether the single D67N mutation in E protein plays an essential role of altering viral virulence and 

tissue tropism, we next used CM1-A virus (containing only D67N) to perform viral infection experiments in neonatal 

mice. Results showed that irrespective of i.c. infection (Fig. 6B and 6C), or s.c. infection (Fig. 6D), viral loads in 

brains of CM1-A infected mice were always higher than that of CAM-WT group at 11 days post infection, but not at 3 

days post infection. Collectively, these data prove that the D67N mutation is sufficient to increase virus replication in 

CNS. 

 

3.7 Mutant virus infection causes more damage to human neural cells  

Recent studies of SARS-CoV-2 virus have shown the emergence of convergent mutations in animal model and in 

human transmission conferring increasing infectivity or pathogenity (Luan et al. 2021,Zhou et al. 2021). To further test 

if this D67N mutation increases ZIKV infectivity, different types of cells were infected with wild type ZIKV 

CAM-WT or D67N mutant ZIKV CM1-A. Results showed that CM1-A infection causes more severe cytopathic effect 

(CPE) than CAM-WT to human neural astrocytes (U251), but not to monkey kidney epithelial cells (Vero), human 

lung epithelial cells (A549), and mosquito cells (C6/36) (Fig. 7A). Besides, virus titers in supernatants from CM1-A 

infected U251 cells are higher than that from CAM-WT infected cells (Fig. 7B). Since astrocytes exist congruously in 

the cortex and hippocampus regions of humans and mice (Batiuk et al. 2020,Vasile et al. 2017), it is reasonable to 

deduce that astrocytes are the potential target cells of D67N mutant ZIKV. Collectively, these data suggest that ZIKV 

variant containing D67N mutation may cause severe neurological infection to humans when emerging naturally.  

 

3.8 Rapid D67N accumulation may have increased virus fitness 

To examine whether the D67N substitution in mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus was originated from the parental 

clinical isolate SW01 virus, or resulted from an extraneous selection process, we analyzed the polymorphism of 

nucleotide at the 1069 position of SW01 open reading frame (ORF) which corresponds to amino acid sequence at the 

67 position of E protein. Results show that the 1069A variant of ORF (D67N) was present in the initial SW01 stock at 
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a low frequency of 0.055% and rapidly raised to 22.7% after being passaged once in mouse brain (Table 1), then 

progressively increased to more than 90% at passage 5 (Fig. 5A). This indicates that viral quasispecies features the 

N67 on its E protein constituted a minority of viruses. Besides, CM1-A has growth advantage in neuro U251 cells 

over CAM-WT (Fig. 7B). Collectively, it is reasonably to deduce that D67N substitution on mouse adapted 

MA-SW01 provides more viral fitness in CNS, it enables MA-SW01 to outgrow other viral variants within the 

original SW01 quasispecies during serial passaging. 

 

4 Discussion  

Viral sequence variations can result in profound changes on its interaction with human cells, and possibly altering 

disease progression. This has been demonstrated some years ago with HIV in which small amino acids change on the 

Env protein led to great viral tropism change from T-cell tropic to macrophage tropic (Cheng-Mayer et al. 1988,Shioda 

et al. 1991,Shioda et al. 1992). Differences in viral tropism have clear impact on HIV disease progression (Fauci 

1996,Levy 2009), as having been convincingly demonstrated in vivo using a nonhuman primate model of SHIV 

infection (Harouse et al. 1999). More recently, amino acid changes on SARS-CoV-2 have been used to sort viruses 

into clusters that originated COVID-19 outbreaks in different countries (Forster et al. 2020). In order to understand 

why ZIKV infection caused neurological diseases only in some infected individuals, we tested the hypothesis that 

unique genetic variant of the virus is associated with increased neurovirulence. 

 

By serial passage of a clinical isolate of ZIKV SW01 in the brains of neonatal mice, we have generated a mouse 

adapted MA-SW01 strain that showed 100–1,000-fold increased virulence than its parental virus, with corresponding 

increase in neurotropism. NGS analyses revealed that the MA-SW01 virus has four dominant nonsynonymous 

nucleotide mutations on genes encoding E protein (three mutations) and NS2A protein (one mutation). Using 

molecularly cloned viral variants containing these mutations either singly or in combination, we demonstrated that a 

single G to A nucleotide mutation at position 1069 of ZIKV ORF that correspond to an Aspartic acid (Asp, D) to an 

Asparagine (Asn, N) amino acid change on position 67 of the E protein (D67N) is sufficient to confer greater viral 

replication in mouse brain and significantly increased mortality. These results not only establish an in vivo model by 

which many facets of ZIKV pathogenesis could be further studied, but also provide a tangible viral genetic basis to 

explain the neurological complications observed in recent large ZIKV outbreaks.  

 

Identifying viral genetical features that may affect the outcomes of viral infections or reveal the origin of virus is an 

area of significant scientific interest (Cheng-Mayer, et al. 1988,Fauci 1996,Forster, et al. 2020,Harouse, et al. 
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1999,Levy 2009,Shioda, et al. 1991,Shioda, et al. 1992). ZIKV with mutations on prM, NS1, NS4B have been 

reported to profoundly change viral infectivity in mosquitoes, cell lines, and mice (Gorman, et al. 2018,Liu, et al. 

2017,Yuan, et al. 2017). In the current study, we discovered a new mutation on E protein that markedly increased 

ZIKV’s neurovirulence.  

 

Our findings have immediate implications. The D67 on E protein is conserved among many ZIKV strains, and it may 

be functionally important. Similarly, in all four DENV serotypes, there are two highly conserved N-linked 

glycosylation sites on E protein, N67 and N153, that play critical role for viral entry (Rey 2003). Indeed, several 

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting this site have been isolated from ZIKV-infected patients, and shown to be 

capable of preventing ZIKV infection in animal models (Long et al. 2019,Niu et al. 2019,Sapparapu et al. 2016,Wang 

et al. 2016). It would be interesting to test in future studies whether D67N mutant virus can escape these antibodies, 

and thereby become more virulent. With respect to the N154 glycosylation site on E protein, our data raise some 

concerns about the strategy of preparing an attenuated ZIKV vaccine by introducing deletion of N154 glycosylation; 

such an attenuated virus has decreased infectivity and neuroinvasion in mice, while maintaining immunogenicity of 

viral antigens (Fontes-Garfias, et al. 2017). We found that mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus being highly virulent 

despite lacking a N154 glycosylation sequence motif, even more than viruses cloned from the parental SW01 virus 

and those contain intact N154 glycosylation site. Therefore, the vaccine strategy utilizing a deletion of N154 

glycosylation may only apply to some viral variants but not others, and such a strategy must be used judiciously.  

 

Why a single D67N mutation on E protein can dramatically change ZIKV tropism and infectivity is currently 

unknown. Its potential link to glycosylation needs to be considered first because the two highly conserved N-linked 

glycosylation sites, N67 and N153, are important for viral entry as demonstrated in all four DENV serotypes (Rey 

2003), and glycosylation on N153 or N154 of E protein helps West Nile virus (WNV) or Japanese encephalitis virus 

(JEV) to invade CNS in mammals (Beasley David et al. 2005,Liang et al. 2018). Similar to JEV, ZIKV has only one 

N154 glycosylation site on E protein without the N67 site (Fontes-Garfias, et al. 2017,Hasan et al. 2018). However, an 

additional use of N67 glycosylation on JEV attenuates virus pathogenesis and reduces viral neuro-invasion in vivo 

(Liang, et al. 2018), despite the N67 glycosylation mediates enhanced infectivity of WNV or DENV by facilitating 

interaction with DC-SIGN molecule on cell surface in cell culture models (Davis et al. 2006,Liang, et al. 

2018,Pokidysheva et al. 2006). An un-glycosylated N67 has been found on a number of flaviviruses (Barker et al. 

2009), but its influence on pathogenesis is unknown. Because the mouse adapted MA-SW01 virus has a mutation on 
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the N154 site and unable to acquire glycosylation through this site, it is tempting to suggest that the D67N is a 

functional compensatory mutation, an idea that could be tested in future studies. Another possible mechanism is that 

the D67N mutation had evolved to counteract with host antiviral immune responses.  

 

5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have identified a single amino acid mutation, D67N, on the putative glycosylation site of E protein 

of ZIKV and demonstrated that molecularly cloned virus with this mutation has markedly increased neurovirulence in 

mice and growth advantage in human neural cell line U251. Though this mutation has not been reported in field ZIKV 

isolate yet, close monitoring and large-scale screening of this unique viral variant in humans should provide clue to 

understand some major questions in the field, such as the sudden outbreak of ZIKV disease in certain locale, and the 

association between ZIKV infection and neurological disorders.  
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. In vivo adaptation of ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 increases virus virulence. 

(A) Schema of ZIKV in vivo passaging model; Homogenate supernatant of infected mouse brain at 8 dpi was collected 

and used for the next round infection in naïve DP2 BALB/c mice. This process was repeated for 11 rounds to obtain a 

mouse adaptive virus MA-SW01. (B–D) DP2 BALB/c mice were injected i.c. with 100 PFU SW01, MA-SW01, or 

PBS (n=9–10 for each group). (B) Survival was monitored from 0 to 25 days post infection; (C–D) The morbidity of 

SW01 and MA-SW01 infected mice (Clinical Score: 0-health, 1-Manic and limb weakness, 2-limb paralysis, 

3-Moribund or death); Survival rate were analyzed by log rank test; P values were indicated by *** (P<0.001). Data 

shown are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Figure 2. Increased virulence of MA-SW01 is associated with elevated neurotropism.  

(A) DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 PFU SW01 or MA-SW01 virus (n=8 for each group). Virus RNA 

loads in tissues (brain, blood, spleen, liver and kidney) at 3 days post infection (3 dpi) and 6 days post infection (6 dpi) 

after infection were determinated by real-time PCR; dotted lines denote the limit of detection of the real-time PCR. 

(B–C) DP2 BALB/c mice were infected i.c. with 100 PFU SW01 or MA-SW01 virus (n=5–6 for each group). Virus 

loads of brain at 3 dpi and 6 dpi was determined by real-time PCR; (D) DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 

PFU SW01 or MA-SW01 virus. Representative viral E protein expression in whole brain (both coronal and sagittal 

dissection) at 6 days post infection was detected by fluorescence immunoassay (IFA); The summary data were 

presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and analyzed by student’s t test; P values were indicated by ** (P<0.01), 

or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Figure 3. NGS analyses of the MA-SW01 virus identify four high frequency nonsynonymous mutations on E 

and NS2A genes. 

(A–B) Virus RNA extracted from SW01 and MA-SW01 was used to construct the sequence library, and then 

sequenced by the next generation sequencing (NGS) method. Quantification and plotting of mutation frequency were 

performed by CLC Genomic Workbench and Origin software. (A) Plots of missense mutations frequency across the 

ORF of MA-SW01 in reference to consensus sequence of SW01; Nucleotides with frequency higher than 80% reads 

were shown (Red nucleotide abbreviations represent missense mutations, and green ones are silent mutations). Dotted 

lines denote the frequency of 80%. (B) Amino acid changes corresponding to missense mutations.  
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Figure 4. Increased virulence of ZIKV in association with specific mutations on E protein but not on NS2A 

protein.  

(A) Scheme of mutation strategy based on pFLZIKV (CAM-WT) infectious clone to create CAM-M1 (CM1), 

CAM-M2 (CM2), CAM-M3 (CM3) viruses; (B) IFA of ZIKV E protein expression at indicated times (24, 48, 72 

hours post transfection) in BHK-21 cells transfected with RNA from CAM- WT or mutant viruses (CM1, CM2, CM3). 

(C) Survival curve of DP2 BALB/c mice infected i.c. with 10 PFU CAM-WT, mutant viruses (CM1, CM2, CM3), or 

PBS (n=10 for each group). (D–H). DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 PFU CAM-WT, mutant viruses, or 

PBS (n=8 for each group). (D) Survival was monitored and analyzed from 0 to 25 days post infection; (E–F). Body 
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weight difference between PBS-Ctl (PBS), CAM-WT (WT) and CAM-M1 (CM1) groups at 3- and 11-days post 

infection (3 dpi and 11 dpi); (G–H) The morbidity of CAM-WT and CAM-M1 groups (clinical score: 0-health, 

1-manic and limb weakness, 2-limb paralysis, 3-moribund or death); the summary data were presented as mean ± 

standard deviation (SD) and analyzed by student’s t test; Survival rate was analyzed by log rank test; P values were 

indicated by * (P<0.05), or ** (P<0.01), or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent 

experiments. 

 

 

Figure 5. Increased virulence of ZIKV is associated with a D67N single mutation on E protein. 

(A) Progressive changes of mutation frequency of 67 and 68 amino acids in E protein from SW01 (P0) to MA-SW01 

(MA-P11) during in vivo passaging. (B) Survival curve of DP2 C57BL/6 mice infected s.c. with 100 PFU SW01, 

MA-P5, MA-P8, MA-P10, or PBS (n=6–10 for each group). (C) Strategy to construct a single D67N substitution virus 

(CM1-A) based on pFLZIKV; (D) IFA of ZIKV E protein expression at indicated times (24, 48, 72 hours post 

transfection) in BHK-21 cells transfected with RNA from CAM-WT and CM1-A. (E) Survival curve of DP2 C57BL/6 

mice inoculated s.c. with 100 PFU CM1, CM1A virus, or PBS (n=8–9 for each group). Survival rate was analyzed by 

log rank test; P values were indicated by *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent 
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experiments. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Molecularly cloned ZIKV with a D67N single mutation on E protein has marked increase in the 

infection of brain tissues. 

(A) DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 PFU CAM-WT or CM1 (n=8 for each group). Virus RNA loads in 

tissues (brain, blood, spleen, liver and kidney) at 3 days post infection (3 dpi) and 11 days post infection (11 dpi) were 

determined by real-time PCR; (B–C) DP2 BALB/c mice were infected i.c. with 20 PFU CAM-WT, CM1 and CM1-A 

(n=5–7 for each group). Virus RNA load in brains at 3 dpi (B) and 11 dpi (C) were determined by real-time PCR; (D) 

DP2 BALB/c mice were infected s.c. with 100 PFU CAM-WT or CM1-A (n=6 for each group). Virus RNA loads in 

brains at 3 dpi and 11 dpi were determined by real time PCR; The summary data were presented as mean ± standard 

deviation (SD) and analyzed by student’s t test; P values were indicated by * (P<0.05), or ** (P<0.01), or *** 

(P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Figure 7. Mutant virus infection causes more damage to human neural U251 cells. 

U251, Vero, A549 and C6/36 cells were infected with CAM-WT virus or CM1-A virus, at MOI of 0.1 (n=3 for each 

group); (A) Cell morphology and cytopathic effect (CPE) was recorded by camera at 48 hours post infection (for Vero, 

A549 and C6/36 cells) or 96 hours post infection (for U251 cells). The red arrow points to the CPE. No obvious CPE 

was observed for infected C6/36 cells. (B) virus titer of supernatants from CAM-WT or CM1-A infected cells (MOI of 

0.1) at 48 or 96 hours post infection (hpi) was titrated by plaque assay. Data shown are representative of two 

independent experiments. 
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Table 1. Deduced amino acid polymorphism at the 67 site of ZIKV E protein of WT-SW01 

strain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary materials 

 

Supplementary Figure S1. ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 can grow in the brain of neonatal 

mice.  

(A) DP2 (2 days postnatal) BALB/c mice were intracranially (i.c.) infected with 1,000 PFU 

ZIKV clinical isolate SW01 (n=3 for each group). Brains were collected from day 2 to day 12 

after infection and homogenized. Virus titers of brains were tested by standard plaque assay. 

(B) Virus titers from MA-P1 to MA-P11 (MA-SW01) were determinated by standard plaque 

assay (n=3–5 for each group). The summary data were presented as mean ± standard 

Reads
*
 

(1069 of ORF) 

Nucleotide 

polymorphism 

(1069 of ORF) 

Amino acid 

polymorphism 

(67 of Envelope) 

Percentage of total 

Reads 

18167 1069(G,T,C) 67(Asp, Tyr, His) 99.945% 

10 1069(A) 67(Asn)# 0.055% 

*: Based on deep sequecing 

#: The D67N mutation presents at low frequency in the original viral isolate. 
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deviation (SD). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S2. Increased virulence of the adapted MA-SW01 virus is dose 

and age dependent. 

(A). DP2 BALB/c mice were inoculated with 10, 1, and 0.1 PFU of SW01 virus or 

MA-SW01 virus, or the same volume of PBS control by intracranial (i.c.) route and 

monitored for survival rate from 0 to 25 days post infection (n=8-10 for each group). (B). 

DP2 and DP7 BALB/c mice were inoculated with either 100 PFU of SW01 or MA-SW01 

virus, or the same volume of PBS control by subcutaneous (s.c.) route and monitored for 

survival rate from 0 to 15 days post infection (n=6-10 for each group). The difference 

between survival rate was analyzed by log rank test, P values were indicated by ** (P<0.01), 

or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Increased virulence of the adapted MA-SW01 virus is 

reproducible in mice of a different genetic background.  

DP2 C57BL/6 mice were inoculated with 100 PFU SW01 or MA-SW01 virus, or PBS control 

by subcutaneous (s.c) route and monitored for survival rate from 0 to 15 days (n=8–9 for each 

group). The difference between survival rate was analyzed by log rank test, P values were 

indicated by * (P<0.05), or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent 

experiments. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. Cortex and hippocampus regions are the major target sites of 

MA-SW01 virus infection.  

(A). DP2 BALB/c mice were inoculated with 100 PFU SW01 virus, or MA-SW01 virus, or 

PBS control by s.c. route (n=3–4 for each group). Virus E protein expression in different brain 

regions (Cortex, hippocampus, midbrain, olfactory bulb (OB) and cerebellum) was shown by 

representative immunostaining; ZIKV positive cells in cortex (B) and hippocampus (C) were 

quantified and summarized as mean ± standard deviation (SD), with statistical analysis 

performed using student's t test, and P values were indicated by * (P<0.05), or ** (P<0.01), 

or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S5. Biological clones derived from the adapted MA-SW01 virus 

(MA) are more virulent than clones from the parental SW01 virus (SW). DP2 BALB/c 

mice were i.c. injected with 10 PFU of cloned viruses isolated from either SW01 (SW) or 

MA-SW01 (MA), and then monitored for survival from 0 to 20 days (n=8-10 for each group). 

Purple symbols represent clones from SW01 (SW), and red symbols represent clones from 

MA-SW01 (MA). The difference between survival rate was analyzed by log rank test, P 

values were indicated by * (P<0.05), or ** (P<0.01), or *** (P<0.001). Data shown are 

representative of two independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Figure S6. Molecularly cloned ZIKV with E protein mutations (CM1) is 

more virulent than its parental virus (CAM-WT) in C57BL/6 mice. DP2 C57BL/6 mice 

were injected with 100 PFU CAM-WT or CM1 virus, or PBS control by s.c. route and 

monitored for survival from 0 to 25 days post infection (n=8–10 for each group). Survival rate 

was analyzed by log rank test, and P values were indicated by * (P<0.05), or ** (P<0.01), or 

*** (P<0.001). Data shown are representative of two independent experiments. 

 

Supplementary Table S1. Deduced E protein amino acid sequences on selected positions 

in SW01(SW) and MA-SW01(MA) derived viruses. 

 

Single Clone   

Viruses 

Amino acid positions 

6 67 68 69 154 296 335 370 401 440 

Consensus(WT) V D M A N D T E H S 

1-B-2(WT) V D M A N D T E H S 

1-C-3(WT) V D M A N D T E H S 

1-C-4(WT) V D M A N D T E H S 

1-D-4(WT) V D M A N D T E H S 

1-A-1(M) V N I A D D R A H S 

1-B-4(M) V N I A D D R E H S 

1-B-5(M) V N I A D D R E H S 

1-D-3(M) V N I A D D R E H P 

1-D-5(M) V N M V N D T E Y S 

2-B-3(M) G N I A D D R E H S 

2-C-3(M) V N I A D D R E H S 

2-C-5(M) V N I A D N R E H S 

2-D-5(M) V N M V N D T E Y S 

2-D-6(M) V N M V N D T E Y S 
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Highlights 

1. Construction of a ZIKV adaptation mouse mode;   

2. Specific viral genetic changes of ZIKV are associated with severe neuropathology; 

3. D67N mutation on E protein markedly increase the neurovirulence of ZIKA virus; 


